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REEATIVE TO THE TAXATION OF TRUSTS WITH
TRANSFERABLE SHARES AND OF THE DIVIDENDS
THEREOF.

February 4, 1959.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

Gentlemen : In pursuance of the directive contained in chap-
ter 149 of the Resolves of 1958, the State Tax Commission to whom
has been referred

House, No. 6. Relative to setting aside unrefunded taxes on aviation gasoline
for aeronautical purposes.

House, No. 111. With respect to the status of property received in certain re-
organizations.

House, No. 815. Relative to the exemption from taxation of real estate of cer-
tain persons over seventy years of age.

House, No. 819. Relative to bringing the grounds for which tax abatements may
be granted by appellate tax boards into conformity with the grounds for abate-
ments by assessors.

House, No. 1518. Relative to the clarification of the law imposing an excis-
upon certain domestic and foreign business corporations

House, No. 1529. Relative to providing for a fair and simplified state income tax
House, No. 1537. Relative to application for abatement of taxes and to appc

from the refusal to abate such taxe;
Nouse, No. 1774. Relative to the clarification of the computation of abatement

}f certain corporate excise
House, No. 1784. Relative to the definition of net income of business corpora

tions.
House, No. 2145. Relative to granting tax abatements by local assessors, county

commissioners and the appellate tax board
House, No. 2148. Relative to the taxation of stock in the event of corporate re-

rganization or merger.

has the honor to submit its report.
The following bills, referred to the State Tax Commission by chap

ter 149 of the Resolves of 1958,

House, No. 119. Relative to the taxation of transfers of estates, legacies and sue.
:essions.

House, No. 1781. Relative to the filing of legacy and succession tax returns by
fiduciaries and for establishing the procedure thereon

have been discussed in the report filed by the State Tax Commission
on December 30, 1958, pursuant to chapter 119 of the Resolves of

C|)c Gommornucalrf) of spassadjusetts

PECIAL REPORT OF THE STATE TAX COMMISSION
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1958 in connection with Senate, No. 695 a report of the Legisla-
tive Research Council relative to collection of inheritance and estate
taxes, House, No. 2585 of 1959, to which reference is hereby made.

House, No. 6. Setting Aside Unrefunded Taxes on Aviation
Gasoline for Aeronautical Purposes.

Under the present provisions of section 7 of chapter 64A of the
General Laws, which imposes the excise tax on gasoline, any per-
son who keeps fuel on which an excise has been paid and uses it
in any manner except “in the operation of motor vehicles upon or
over highways” is entitled to secure a reimbursement of the amount
of the tax so paid. Applications for such reimbursement must be
filed within two years from the date of purchase or invoice.

Persons who purchase gasoline for use in aircraft are entitled to
be reimbursed for the amount of tax paid with respect to such gaso-
line. However, testimony was introduced at the hearing on House,
No. 6 before the Committee on Taxation that not all purchasers of
gasoline to be used in aircraft apply for the available reimbursement.
The purpose of House, No. 6 is to provide that a record be kept of
all taxes paid by distributors with respect to sales of aviation gaso-
line and that, after the time has expired within which claims for
reimbursement on account of gasoline purchased within a particular
period has expired, the unrefunded balance should be credited on
the books of the Commonwealth to a fund to be known as the aero-
nautical fund. Unexpended balances in this fund at the end of each
fiscal year would then, under the provisions of House, No. 6, be
appropriated for the purposes set forth in sections 35 through 52 of
chapter 90 of the General Laws.

The present form of gasoline excise tax return filed by distribu-
tors of gasoline pursuant to section 4 of said chapter 64A does not
contain any segregation of fuel sold as between aviation gasoline
and other types of gasoline. However, it would be administratively
practicable to revise the form of this return in order to provide for
such a segregation. In this way, the amount of tax paid by distrib-
utors during a given year on sales of aviation fuel could be accurately
determined.

If this change in the return form were made, it would also be
administratively feasible to segregate the amount of reimburse-
ment paid pursuant to section 7 of said chapter 64A on account
of aviation fuel purchased by aircraft operators during any given
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year. However, this could not be finally determined until the ex-
piration of two years from the close of such year since said section
7 permits claims for reimbursement to be filed at any time within
two years from the date of the purchase or invoice.

A comparison of the total gasoline tax paid by distributors with
respect to aviation gasoline sold by them during a given year with
the amount of reimbursement claimed by users of aircraft for such
gasoline purchased by them during the same year would not, how-
ever, be an entirely accurate method of arriving at the amount of
unrefunded aviation gasoline tax for such year. The reason for
this is that the tax is payable at the time the gasoline is sold by the
distributor to a retailer. Such gasoline may remain in the retailer’s
inventory for a period of time before it is sold to an aircraft opera-
tor. Over a period of years, this might average out to arrive at a
reasonably accurate result. However, it would seem that more
than reasonable accuracy would be necessary before such a pro-
cedure could be adopted. The reason for this lies in the provisions
of Article LXXVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution of the
Commonwealth. This article reads as follows:

No revenue from fees, duties, excises or license taxes relating to registration,
operation or use of vehicles on public highways, or to fuels used for propelling such
vehicles, shall be expended for other than cost of administration of laws providing
for such revenue, making of refunds and adjustments in relation thereto, payment
of highway obligations, or cost of construction, reconstruction, maintenance and
repair of public highways and bridges and of the enforcement of state traffic laws;
and such revenue shall be expended by the commonwealth or its counties, cities
and towns for said highway purposes only and in such manner as the genera! court
may direct; provided, that this amendment shall not apply to revenue from any
excise tax imposed in lieu of local property taxes for the privilege of registering such
vehicles.

Due to the time lag between the date when a distributor pays the
tax on gasoline and the date when the ultimate consumer purchases
it and becomes entitled to a refund, it would be quite likely that a
comparison between the tax paid by distributors on account of
aviation gasoline sold by them in a given year and the reimburse-
ments due to purchasers of aviation gasoline during that year would
substantially overstate the amount of unrefunded tax on aviation
gasoline and to that extent represent an unconstitutional diversion
of gasoline tax revenue.

House, No. 111. With respect to the status of property received in certain
reorganizations.
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House. No. 2148. Relative to the t
•eorganization or merger.

xation of stock in the event of corporate

Since these two bills are cone
ire treated together in a single

Ned with the same subject, they
stion of this report.(

A. Changes in personal income lax law sought to be accomplished by How

House, No. 11l seeks to change two provisions of the Massa
chusetts personal income tax law

General Laws now requires that an in1. Section 5 (c) of chapter 62 of the
dividual inhabitant of Massachusetts who exchanges securities of one corporatior

wporation is taxable at an effective rateunties in the same or in anothe
7.38 per cent upon the excess of the fair market value of theincluding surtaxes, of 7.38 per cent upoi

new shares received by him over the basis in his hands of the shares surrendered ir;u

this rule is wherethe exchange. The only exception to
the new shares received in exchang r the shares surrendered represent
the same interest in the same asset

The application of this rule can be illustrated by the following
ample:

Example 1. A, an inhabitant of Massachusetts, is the owner of 100
lares of the X corporation which cost him 81,000. Pursuant to a plar

f reorganization, all of the assets of X are transferred to Y corporation
the shareholders of X exchanging their X shares for shares of Y on a share
for share basis. A receives 100 shares of Y worth 51,500. Under the
present law, A is required to pay a tax at 7.38 per cent upon the excess of

air market value of the Y shares (11,500) over his basis for his X shan
$1,000). This tax in the amount of $36.90 is payable regardless of the fact
hat A has received no cash in the transaction

2. Section 1 (b) of chapter 62 of tin
per cent all dividends paid by one corp
For example:

General Laws taxes as a dividend at 7.38
ration in the stock of another corporation.

Example 2. B, an inhabitant of Massachusetts, is the owner of 100
shares of stock of the M corporation which has a total of 1,000shares out-
standing. B’s shares of M cost him $lO,OOO. M, which owns all of the
stock of the N corporation, 500 shares, pays a dividend to its stockholders
at the rate of 14 share of N corporation for each share of M corporation
held. Dividends of this type are hereinafter in this report referred to as
“spin-off dividends.” Assuming that each N share is worth $lO, B has
received a taxable dividend of $5OO on which he must pay a tax of $36.90.
This is true regardless of the fact that B has received no cash and that he
has received nothing that he did not have before. Before the dividend B,
through his stock ownership in M, had a 1/10th interest in the 500 shares
of N owned by M. After the payment of the dividend, B owns such
50 shares of N outright.
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The change which House, No. 11l seeks to make in the first situation is to pro-
vide that wherever a stockholder makes an exchange of securities on which no
gain or loss is recognized under the federal Internal Revenue Code, he will not be
subject to tax in Massachusetts on the excess of the fair market value of the
securities received over his cost basis of the shares surrendered in the exchange.
Conversely, no loss would be recognized for Massachusetts tax purposes when his
cost basis for his shares surrendered exceeds the fair market value of the shares
received. Thus, in example 1 above, assuming that under the federal Internal
Revenue Code no gain or loss would be recognizable on the exchange, a similar
result would be reached in Massachusetts and A would not be taxable on the
excess of the value of the Y stock received over the cost basis of the X stock sur-
rendered.

House, No. 11l further provides that where, in addition to receiving securities
in an otherwise non-taxable exchange, the taxpayer received other property or
money, gain shall be recognized but in an amount not in excess of such other
property or money. Thus, if in example i, A had received not only 100 Y shares
but also $lOO in cash, he would be treated as having recognized $lOO of gain.

The change which House, No. 11l seeks to make in the second situation is to
provide that whenever a stockholder in one corporation receives a dividend from
that corporation in stock of another corporation, which dividend is not taxable
under the federal Internal Revenue Code, such dividend will not be taxable in
Massachusetts until the stock received as a dividend is sold. Thus, in example 2
above, the dividend received by B, on his stock in M corporation in the form
of N corporation stock would not be taxable in Massachusetts if it was not taxable
under the federal Internal Revenue Code.

In addition to the two changes outlined above rendering the receipt of certain
dividends and the gain on certain exchanges non-taxable, House, No. 11l contains
correlative changes in the cost basis provisions of the Massachusetts tax law de-
signed to conform theseprovisions to the corresponding provisions of the federal law.

In the very restricted class of cases where no gain is recognized under the present
Massachusetts law on an exchange of securities pursuant to a reorganization, the
Massachusetts law already provides that the basis of the new shares received on
the exchange shall be the same as that of the shares surrendered. Thus, where A
exchanges 100 shares of X stock which cost him $l,OOO for 100 shares of Y stock
worth $1,500, assuming that the new shares received represent the same interest
in the same assets, his basis for the Y shares will be $l,OOO, so that if he sold them
for cash immediately after the exchange, a taxable gain of 1500 wouldbe recognized.
House, No. 11l merely provides that gain will not be recognized in an additional
class of exchanges so that, if it were enacted, the present cost basis provisions

apply in the additional situations rendered non-taxable by such enactment.
The only change made by House, No. 11l in the existing cost basis provisions of

section 7 outlined in the preceding paragraph is the addition of a provision to the
effect that when the taxpayer has received, in what was otherwise a non-taxable
exchange, other property or money, the basis of the property received shall be the
same as that of the property surrendered, decreased by the amount of money and
the value of the other property received and increased by the amount of the gain
recognized. This change is in accordance with the federal law. An example of the
operation of the above provision follows:
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Example S. C, the owner of 100 shares of the X corporation which cost
him $lO,OOO, receives in pursuance of a federally non-taxable exchange,
100 shares of the Y corporation worth $8,500 and $2,000 in cash. His cost
basis for his Y shares is computed as follows;

Cost basis of X shares $lO,OOO
Less: money received 2,000

$B,OOO

Plus: gain recognized 500

Cost basis of Y shares $8,500

No changes are necessary in the provisions of section 7 of chapter 62 relating
to the cost basis of stock on which a non-taxable spin-off dividend has been paid
since that section already has explicit provisions with respect to the cost basis of
stock with respect to which a non-taxable stock dividend has been paid. House,
No. 11l merely provides for additional situations in which stock dividends will not
be taxable so that, if it were enacted, the present cost basis provisions will be
applicable to these new situations. Thus, in example 2, the cost basis of the M
stock, $lO,OOO would, under the present provisions of section 7 of chapter 62, be
allocated between that stock and the N shares received as a stock dividend on the
basis of their respective values directly after the dividend had been paid. As
stated in Example 2, the shares of N corporation declared out by M as a dividend
had a value of $5OO at the time of their receipt by B, the stockholder of M. If it
is assumed that the original M shares had a value of $19,500 immediately after the
payment of the dividend, the original cost basis of the M shares, i.e. $lO,OOO,
would be allocated between the M shares and the N shares received as a dividend
as follows:

to M shares 19,500
20000 X 10’°00 = s9'7s°

to N shares 500
10,000 = 250

20,000

B. Changes sought to be made in the -personal income tax law hj House, No. 21

House, No. 2148 seeks to provide that in any exchange upon a reorganization of
one or more corporations, the new shares received on the exchange “shall not be
deemed to constitute a gain or loss” until a sale or further exchange of such new
shares is made. No reference is made in thebill to the “spin-off ” dividend situation
and no change in the cost basis provisions are made.

It is to be noted that House, No. 11l seeks to defer recognition of gain or loss on
reorganization exchanges only in a restricted class of exchanges where no gain or
loss is recognized under the corresponding provisions of the federal law. House,
No. 2148, on the other hand, applies to any exchange “upon the reorganization of
one or more corporations” without restriction. Furthermore, House, No. 2148
contains no provisions relating to the spin-off dividend problem.

The State Tax Commission believes that House, No. 11l will accomplish the
basic result sought to be accomplished by House, No. 2148 without incurring the
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possibilities of tax avoidance inherent in House, No. 2148. Accordingly, the bal-
ance of this report will concern itself solely with House, No. 111.

C. Revenue effect of the enactment of House , No. 11l

Before analyzing the possible effect of the enactment of House, No. 11l on the
revenue of the commonwealth, it is important to emphasize that this is primarily
a revenue deferring rather than a revenue reducing measure. In the case contained
in Example 1, the taxpayer merely postpones the time when he pays a tax on his
gain until such time as he sells the new stock received as a result of the exchange.
Assuming no change in the value of the new stock between the time when he re-
ceives it on the exchange and the time when he sells it, he will pay the same tax
under House, No. 11l that he does under the present law. He will merely delay the
time of payment until he has reduced his profit to cash. The same holds true with
regard to the treatment of spin-off dividends where the payment of tax is deferred
until the time when the stock received as a dividend is sold.

The foregoing needs to be qualified in certain special situations. If the stock-
holder dies or leaves the Commonwealth after the exchange or spin-off dividend
and before the now stock received on the exchange or as a dividend is sold, the
enactment of House, No. 11l will result not in revenue deferment but in true
revenue loss. However, as is pointed out in section D 4 below, the continuation of
the present law may well, in the judgment of the State Tax Commission, result in
a greater loss of revenue over the long run than the enactment of the bill.

Estimating the tax deferment in any given year which would result from the
enactment of House, No. 11l depends upon two assumptions the number of re-
organization exchanges taking place during the year and the gain accruing to
Massachusetts shareholders participating in such exchanges. Obviously, there is
no way of forming an intelligent estimate of either of these factors except by
assuming that the experience of future years may be foretold by what has hap-
pened in the past.

With respect to the taxable year 1956, four of the largest trust companies in
Boston have prepared figures showing the net gain reported on trust returns filed
by them with the federal government and the net gain on such returns filed by them
with the commonwealth. Similar figures have been prepared for 1957 except that
only three of the trust companies participated because none of the returns filed by
the fourth for that year reflected gains taxable in Massachusetts but not federally.
The difference between these two figures is the most accurate indicationavailable
to the State Tax Commission of the amount of the tax on gain on reorganization
exchanges which were taxable in Massachusetts but not federally. By determining

» what percentage of the total tax on gains reported on these returns represented
* tax on gains on exchanges taxable only in Massachusetts and applying this percent-

age to the entire tax on gain reported on all returns filed in Massachusetts for these
years, a very good indication can be secured of the total tax on gain on reorgani-
zation exchanges taxable in Massachusetts but not federally reported on all Massa-
chusetts income tax returns.

The fiduciary tax returns filed by the trust companies above referred to reported
a sufficient proportion of the total capital gains tax paid by all taxpayers in the
State to justify the projection of their experience on a state-widebasis, as appears
from the following table:
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Percentage of total
rPnt«i tnr nn Tax on gains on tax on gains at-

Taxable p-ainQ n-iiri hv returns filed by tributable to
Year. all taxnavers ' trust companies returns filed by

* 1
*

' in sample. trust companies

j in sample.

1957 $12,333,206 00 $ 824,165 00 6.68

1956 19,585,764 00 | 1,613,124 00 | 8.24

The experience of the reporting trust companies with respect to the proportion
of the total tax on gains shown on returns filed by them which was attributable to
gains taxable in Massachusetts but not under the federal Internal Revenue Code is
set out in the following table:

j
Total tax on Tax paid on such p p frp.

V(DT „
gains on returns returns attributable to

L
vol-faIYe vr filed by t 0 exchanSes taxable MassachusettsYLAR- trust companies in Massachusetts

in sample. but not federally. but not fecierall > •

1967 $ 824,165 00 $ 8,260 00

1956 1,613,124 00 29,120 00

$2,437,289 00 $37,380 00
Average 1,218,644 00 18,690 00 1.534

Applying the above average percentage of gains taxable in Massachusetts
but not federally to the five-year average of total Massachusetts tax on gams
(114,438,000) gives a figure of $221,478 as a statistically supportable estimate of the
annual tax deferment immediately to be expected from the enactment of House,
No. 111, so far as reorganization exchanges are concerned.

To this must be added the deferment of tax on spin-off dividends of the type
illustrated in Example 2 above. Since there are many types of dividends which
are taxable in Massachusetts but not federally, or vice versa, there is no way of
determining what proportion of dividends taxable in Massachusetts is represented
by spin-off dividends wdiich would become non-taxable under House, No. 111.

D. Reasons why the State Tax Commission recommends the enactment of legislation
similar to House, No. 111.

1. In the case of reorganization exchanges, the “gain” taxed under the present
Massachusetts law is merely a “paper gain”, rather than a real increase in spendable
income.

When, as in Example 1 above, a stockholder in corporation X exchanges his X ~
stock for stock of corporation Y, any gain which he has on the transaction is
up in his Y shares. In fact, if it is to be assumed, as in practice it must be, that the
X stock which he surrendered has substantially the same value as the Y stock he
receives, he had just as much gain before the transaction as he had after it. How-
ever, in either case it wras unrealized. He merely owns a different piece of paper
after the exchange. But he must pay his Massachusetts tax in cash and unless he
sells some of his newly received Y shares, thereby subjecting himself to a federal
capital gains tax which may be substantial, he has received no cash as a result of the
transaction with which he can pay the Massachusetts tax.
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2. The receipt of a spin-off dividend merely gives the stockholder another piece of
paper but no addition to his economic worth.

The usual case of a spin-off dividend is when a parent corporation distributes
the shares of a subsidiary pro rata among its own stockholders. It results in a
change in the pieces of paper representing the stockholder’s interest but it in no
way increases the assets in which he has an interest or in the value of such interest.

Take for example the recent case of a large west coast corporation which owned
a chain of banks, an insurance company and various other non-banking assets.
As a result of the enactment of the federal Bank Holding Company Act of 1956,
it was required to divest itself of either its banking or its non-banking assets.
Accordingly, it transferred the shares it held in various banks to a new corporation
in exchange for all of that corporation’s stock, which it then distributed pro rata
as a dividend to its own shareholders. These shareholders got nothing by the trans-
action that they did not have before. Previously, a single piece of paper repre-
sented each shareholder’s interest in the banking and non-banking assets. After
the transaction, each shareholder had one stock certificate to represent his interest
in the banking assets and another to represent his interest in the non-banking
assets. Since the value of the banking assets represented nearly a half of the value
of the assets of the corporation, each stockholder is treated under present Massa-
chusetts law as having received a taxable dividend in an amount equal to almost
one half the value of the stock he originally owned.

Such a taxing policy which is so far removed from the economic realities of the
situation should, in the opinion of the State Tax Commission, have no place in the
laws of the commonwealth.

3. The present Massachusetts law on the taxation of reorganization exchanges and
spin-off dividends is particularly unfair and burdensome to the small stockholder.

(a) In the usual case where a taxpayer incurs a tax on a gain, he voluntarily
accepts tax liability by taking the affirmative step of selling his stock. If he does
not want to pay the capital gains tax, he does not sell his stock. In either event,
the initiative is his.

In the case of a reorganization exchange taxable in Massachusetts but not fed-
erally, he has no choice in the matter. The corporation is controlled in the majority
of cases by stockholders residing outside of Massachusetts who have no knowledge
of, or if they do have such knowledge, have no concern with, the unique Massachu-
setts tax law on the subject. Even if he votes against the reorganization, the small
Massachusetts shareholder still is forced to accept it and pay the Massachusetts
tax. Often, he has no free cash with which to pay the tax and is forced to sell some
of his newly received securities to do so. This has the dual disadvantage of cutting
down his investment and consequently his future income and also of subjecting him
to a federal capital gains tax on the shares sold. He may even have to sell more
shares in order to pay the federal tax.

(6) In many cases, the small stockholder is not aware of the difference between
the Massachusetts and federal rule, and the matter is not brought to his attention
until, a year or two after the transactions, he receives a bill for the Massachusetts
tax with interest.

(c) The stockholder of moderate means is less likely to have other securities which
are selling for less than he paid for them and which he can sell at a loss to offset
in whole or in part the reorganization “gain.” Wealthy stockholders with large
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investment portfolios often have other securities on which they have such unrealized
losses. These securities can be sold to establish such offsetting losses and subse-
quently repurchased after a lapse of time.

4. The present Massachusetts rule places an increasing restriction on the freedom
>f action of corporations controlled by Massachusetts residents, the inescapable result

Inch will be ultimate serious revenue losses to the commonwealth.
Let us assume two similar corporations in the same line of business, one located

in New York and owned by New York residents and one located in Massachusetts
and owned by Massachusetts residents. Both corporations are well managed
and have efficient, modern plants, but are short of working capital and are too
small to achieve the economies resulting from large scale buying and wide dis-
tributionof their products. Unless their financial condition can be improved, their
chances of expansion will be greatly restricted. Both corporations are approached
by a larger unit in the same industry with the proposal that they become a part
of the larger unit through a reorganization. The stockholders of the New York
corporation, realizing that New York follows the federal rule on the taxation of
reorganization gains, accept the offer. The shareholders of the Massachusetts
corporation find that the Massachusetts tax on the difference between the cost
basis of their stock and the value of the new stock they will receive as a result of
the reorganization will be so great that even taking into account the increased
dividends which they will receive on the new stock, they would lose money on the
transaction. Accordingly, they reject the offer, and the opportunity for strengthen-
ing Massachusetts industry and increasing employment opportunities in the com-
monwealth is lost.

There are many variations of this pattern but the net result is always the same
and leads only to stagnation of Massachusetts industry. The present rule on the
taxation of reorganization exchanges cannot help but restrict the ability of Massa-
chusetts business to offer new job opportunities and improved wage scales.

5. The adoption of legislation similar to House, No. 11l would not represent a
new departure in Massachusetts taxation.

While in the taxation of personal incomes, Massachusetts has always followed
the unique rule that all gain on reorganization exchanges is taxable unless the
securities received represent the same interest in the same assets, this rule has not
been followed in the taxation of the income of business corporations and banks
under chapter 63. In these cases, taxable net income, with exceptions not here
material, is the same as under the federal law where, under certain prescribed limi-
tations which are also incorporated into House, No. 111, gain from reorganization
exchanges and spin-off dividends are exempt from tax.

6. House, No. 11l would be much easier to administer than the present Massa-
chusetts law.

When a tax is to be imposed upon the excess of the value of the new securities
received on a reorganization exchange over the cost basis of the shares surrendered,
it is of course necessary first to determine what such “value” is. Where actively
traded securities are involved, this presents no problem, but in quite a number of
cases, the new securities have no ready market and complex and difficult valuation
problems are involved. Such questions are among the most difficult which tax
administrators have to face and, in the opinion of the State Tax Commission,
should be avoided wherever possible.
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Finally, both in the interest of taxpayer compliance and of ease of cross checking
between Massachusetts and federal returns, there is every reason for striving for
uniformity between the Massachusetts and the federal law.

7. A very large proportion of all States taxing gains on the sale or exchange of in-
tangibles follow the federal rule.

Out of the thirty-four States and the District of Columbia which impose a per-
sonal income tax, twenty-four follow the federal rule with regard to the deferment
of tax on reorganization exchanges, five do not purport to tax gains on the sale or
exchange of securities and five (Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, North
Dakota and Oklahoma) do not have provisions corresponding to the federal law.

House, No. 815. An Act providing an Exemption from Taxa-
tion of the Real Estate of Certain Elderly Persons
This bill seeks to amend section 5 of chapter 59 of the General

Laws by adding a new clause 18A which would exempt from taxation
real estate to a value of 85,000 if owned by a single person over
70 years of age whose annual income does not exceed $2,000 or if
owned by a married person over 70 years of age whose annual in-
come does not exceed $3,000.

The State Tax Commission does not approve of this proposal for
the following reasons:

First. Its adoption would further reduce the tax revenues of
the cities and towns at a time when many are already in serious
financial difficulties which have arisen, to no small degree, from
the constant erosion of the tax base brought about by ever-widening
exemptions. In the opinion of the Commission it would be prefer-
able to handle hardship cases through established public welfare
channels rather than by local tax exemptions.

Second. The proposal would impose a serious administrative
problem on local assessors who would be required, for the first
time, to inquire into the income of property owners. If such a
departure from established practice is to be made, it would be
necessary to clarify the provision of the bill as filed by defining just
what is to be covered by the term "income.” Is it intended to
include items which are exempt from Massachusetts income tax,
capital gains, gifts, etc.? Also, it would be necessary to specify the
period on the basis of which the determination of the property
owner’s income is to be made.

Third. The proposal as drawn leaves open unfortunate oppor-
tunities for tax avoidance. For instance, many married couples
place title to their real estate in the name of the wife. Such real
estate, to a value of $5,000, would be exempt under the bill if owned
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by a woman over 70 with an income under $3,000 regardless of the
fact that her husband might have very substantial means.

House, No. 819. To bring the Grounds for which Tax Abate-
ments MAY BE GRANTED BY APPELLATE TAX BOARDS INTO
Conformity with the Grounds of Abatement by Assess-
ors.

House, No. 1537. Amending the Provisions of Law relative
to Applications for Abatement of Taxes and relative
to Appeals from Refusal to abate Taxes.

House, No. 2145. Relative to Granting of Tax Abatements
by Local Assessors, County Commissioners and the Ap-
pellate Tax Board.

These three bills relate to the remedies available to the owner of
real or personal property with respect to assessments made by local
boards of assessors. Since all three bills relate to the same subject
matter, they will be considered as a group in this report.

liouse, No. 1537 and House, No. 2145 both seek to amend sec-
tion 59 of chapter 59 of the General Laws with respect to the grounds
upon which local assessors may grant abatements. All three bills
seek to amend section 64 of said chapter 59 with respect to the
grounds on which the county commissioners or the Appellate Tax
Board may grant an abatement after the local assessors have denied
an application therefor. There is set out in columnar form below
the provisions of the present law and of the three bills being studied
with respect to the findings which will entitle a local board of as-
sessors to grant a reasonable abatement and the findings which will
entitle the county commissioners or the Appellate Tax Board to
grant an abatement after application therefor has been denied by
the local assessors.

The objective which all three bills have in common, stated in
very general terms, is to authorize the Appellate Tax Board to
grant relief to a taxpayer who has been taxed disproportionately
in violation of the provisions of Article IV of the Constitution of
the Commonwealth which grants to the General Court power and
authority

to impose and levy proportional and reasonable assessments, rates and
taxes upon all inhabitants of, persons resident, and estates lying, within
said Commonwealth. (Emphasis supplied.)
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Under the law as it now stands, G. L. c. 59, section 59, assessors
may grant an abatement if they find that a taxpayer has been taxed

at more than his just proportion, or upon an assessment of any of his
property in excess of its fair cash value.

However, the Appellate Tax Board or the County Commissioners
may grant relief to a taxpayer whose application for abatement has
been denied by the local assessors only if they find that

the property has been overrated. (See G. L. o, 59, section 64.)

Evidence was introduced at the hearing before the Committee on
Taxation that the Appellate Tax Board has taken the position that
property has not been “overrated” unless it is assessed for more
than its fair cash value.

The means adopted permit the Appellate Tax Board to grant
relief to a taxpayer assessed but at less than fair
cash value vary considerably as between the different bills.

House, No. 819 would permit relief to be granted where a tax-
payer has been taxed “at more than his just proportion.” Pre-
sumably this is intended to mean that if property on the average
throughout a town is assessed at 50 per cent of fair cash value, a
taxpayer whose property is assessed at 60 per cent could have his
assessment reduced by the Board to the lower figure.

House, No. 1537 would grant this ground for relief before the
Board. It would also permit relief both by local assessors and by
the Board where property has been assessed at a “disproportionate
percentage” of fair cash value. While it is not entirely clear what
is meant by this phrase, it is the opinion of the State Tax Commis-
sion that it means substantially the same thing as “taxed at more
than his just proportion.” However, another possible interpreta-
tion would be that this phrase is intended to cover the situation
where the taxpayer’s property is assessed at a greater percentage
of fair cash value than some other individual parcel of property in
the town. Finally, House, No. 1537 would permit relief both by
local assessors and by the Board when the property is assessed
“upon a valuation greater than that assessed on other property of
a comparable nature.” Thus, relief could presumably be granted
under the bill to the owner of a single family home assessed at 60
per cent of fair cash value, if one or more comparable single family
homes were assessed at 40 per cent, even though property as a
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whole throughout the town was assessed at 50 per cent and com-
mercial property was assessed at 65 per cent. Apparently, under
this bill, if a property owner could prove that “other property of
a comparable nature” and presumably proof as to a single par-
cel would suffice was assessed at a lower percentage of fair cash
value than his property, he could have his assessment reduced to
such lower percentage.

House, No. 2145 follows substantially the same pattern as House
No. 1537 except that it permits relief when the taxpayer can prove

"

that “other property,” not necessarily comparable, is assessed at a
lower proportion of fair cash value.

The State Tax Commission is opposed to a standard of relief
based on assessments at a lower percentage of fair cash value on

The State Tax Commission if
based on assessments at a lower
other individual parcels of prop<
The result would be in effect ass<
nominator since the parcel of pr
centage of fair cash value would s<
in the town.

rty, whether comparable or not.
ssment at the lowest common de-

roperty assessed at the lowest per-
set the standard for all other parcels

The State Tax Commission i illy in sympathy with the basic
objective of all three bills, namely the attainment of the objective

•f proportional assessments. It feels, however, that the most ad-
vantageous method of arriving at
group having not only research

this goal should be studied by a
facilities superior to those now
also a diversified membership ofilable to the Commission but

merts in other fields beside tax administration. For instance
there mav be other methods th n that of granting relief before

would offer better solutions to
if the best means of arriving at

;h the granting by the Appellate

the Appellate Tax Board which
the problem. On the other hand
proportional assessments is throuj
Tax Board of relief to those disproportionately assessed, the advice
of that Board would seem essential

House, No. 1518. To Clarify the Applicability of the Ex-
cise on Domestic and Foreign Business Corporations
having a Short Taxable Year to Those Corporations
owning Property at the Close of Business on the Last
Day of the Short Taxable Year.

*

House, No. 1518 relates to the computation of the corporation
excise tax imposed by chapter 63 of the General Laws in the case
of corporations whose corporate activity is terminated in whole
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or in part by liquidation or which merge or consolidate with other
corporations.

The effect of the bill can best be demonstrated by setting out
the provisions of section 32 of said chapter 63 as sought to be
amended by House, No. 1518. Words to be added if House, No.
1518 were enacted have been printed in bold face type.

Senate, No. 32. Rate, (a) Except as otherwise provided in sections thirty-four
and thirty-eight B, every domestic business corporation shall pay, on account of
each taxable year, an excise equal to the sum of the following:

(1 ) An amount equal to five dollarsper thousand upon the value of its corporate
excess, or five dollars per thousand upon the value of such of its tangible property
situated in the commonwealth as at the close of business on the last day of such
taxable year as is not subject to local taxation nor taxable under section sixty-seven,
whichever is higher.

(2) An amount equal to two and one half per cent of its net income determined
to be taxable in accordance with the provisions of this chapter.

(6) In no event shall the excise payable be less than one twentieth of one per cent
of the fair value of the corporation’s stock as at the close of business on the
last day of such taxable year.

(c) For corporations whose taxable year is a period of less than twelve calendar
months the portion of the excise determined under clause (1) of paragraph (a) and
the minimum excise determined under paragraph (b) shall be multiplied by a frac-
tion whose numerator is the number of calendar months included in the taxable
year and whose denominator is twelve.

Corresponding changes are sought to be made in section 39 im-
posing the excise on foreign corporations. However, as the same
considerations are involved in the case of foreign corporations ae
in the case of domestic, there is no necessity to set out the provi-
sions applicable thereto in detail.

In the case of a corporation which continues the uninterrupted
operation of its business, House, No. 1518 seeks to make no change
in its excise tax liability since the value of the corporate excess,
tangible property or capital stock would in such event, as a matter
of consistent administrative practice, be computed “as of the close
of business” on the last day of the taxable year, such amount being
for all practical purposes the same as at the commencement of busi-
ness on such day. However, a different situation arises in the case
of a corporation which disposes of all its assets by liquidation or by
consolidation or merger. In the event of such a complete disposition,
the taxable year of the corporation thereupon terminates for pur-
poses of the federal income tax (see Revenue Ruling 215, 1953-2
Cumulative Bulletin, page 149) and since under General Laws,
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chapter 63, section 30 (6), its taxable year for the purposes of the
Massachusetts corporation income tax is coterminous with its tax-
able year under the federal law, its taxable year for the purposes of
sections 32 and 39 of chapter 63 would end on the same date. (See
Massachusetts Corporation Excise Ruling 1958-4.)

Since the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth has ruled
in the case of Hill v. Bacon, 110 Mass. 387, that

there is no point of time less than a day, at which the tax can be regarded
as laid.

the State Tax Commission has taken the position in the ruling above
referred to that the computation of the value of the corporate excess,
tangible property or fair value of the capital stock, whichever is ap-
plicable, shall be made

as of the commencement of business on the last day of the taxable year.

The effect of the enactment of House, No. 1518 would be to elimi-
nate completely the corporate excess and tangible property meas-
ures as well as the minimum tax based on the fair value of the capi-
tal stock in the case of the final taxable year of a corporation which
disposed of all of its assets by liquidation, merger or consolidation.
The State Tax Commission is of the opinion that there is no justifi-
cation for such a reduction of tax liability in these circumstances,
particularly in view of the fact that, as a result of the enactment
of chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956, liability for the corporate excess
or tangible property measure of the tax, as well as the minimum tax
based on the fair value of capital stock, is prorated on a monthly
basis in the case of a taxable year of less than twelve months.

The present law, however, is in the opinion of the State Tax Com-
mission, defective in two particulars. First, it permits double taxa-
tion of the same values in cases when one corporation subject to the
Massachusetts corporation excise tax transfers its assets, by liquida-
tion, consolidation or merger to another corporation also subject to
such tax. Second, it affords an opportunity for improper tax avoid-
ance in cases where a corporation disposes of its assets in installments
so that at the commencement of business on the last day of its taxa-
ble year only a negligible amount of assets is in its possession.

Since it is believed that any statutory amendment designed to
eliminate double taxation in the first of these situations and tax
avoidance in the second would be exceedingly lengthy and com-
plex, the State Tax Commission recommends that chapter 63 be
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amended granting it power to promulgate regulations designed to
eliminate such double taxation and tax avoidance.

House, No. 1529. An Act to pkovide for a Fair, Adequate
and Simplified State Income Tax.

The provisions of the bill are brief and are set out in full below:

Notwithstanding any other provisions in the General Laws, especially in chapter
sixty-two, on or before April fifteenth of each year, every resident or inhabitantof
the commonwealth shall pay as his state personal income tax for income received
the previous year ending the thirty-first of December seven per cent of the amount
of the tax imposed or levied under the Federal Internal Revenue code on such
income for the previous year ending the thirty-first of December. This shall replace
the tax on all personal income of individuals in chapter sixty-two of the General
Laws.

Initially, it is important that the status of the bill under the
federal and state constitutions be considered.

To date, only one case has been found which has ruled on the
constitutionality under the federal constitution of a state or terri-
torial income tax based without option by the taxpayer upon the
amount of his tax liability computed under the federal Internal
Revenue Code. In Alaska Steamship Co. v. Mullaney, 180 F. 2d 805
(1950), the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upheld the con-
stitutionality of a tax imposed by the territory of Alaska equal to
10 per cent of the taxpayer’s federal income tax liability.

While no case has been found dealing with this question under
the Massachusetts constitution, it is the opinion of the State Tax
Commission that House, No. 1529 violates the Forty-fourth Amend-
ment which provides,

And further full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the said
General Court ... to impose and levy proportional and reasonable assessments,reasonable assessments,

rates and taxes upon all the inhabitant
within the said commonwealth;

of, and persons resident and estates lying

Since the federal income tax h
ture and imposes a tax at high'
than on small incomes, the es'

,s a sharply progressive rate struc-
r effective rates on large incomes
ablishment of the Massachusetts
r

income tax at a fixed proportion of the federal income tax liability
has the indisputable effect of levying a tax at varying, rather than
uniform, rates upon incomes derived from the same class ofproperty.

Chapter 628.
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Even if it were assumed that the bill was constitutional, its
enactment would result in drastic changes in the impact of the
Massachusetts income tax. These changes involve basic questions
of policy which are within the competency of the Legislature rather
than the State Tax Commission. The Commission feels, however,
that, without commenting on the propriety of such changes, the
facts with regard to them should be presented.

While the intended effect of the bill is to impose a higher rate
of tax on large incomes than on small ones and hence to increase
the degree of progression in the State’s personal income tax system,
its operation in certain cases would be to decrease the progression
now present in the Massachusetts tax and to impose a larger tax
than at present on certain persons of small income. For instance,
a married man with two children earning $3,300 pays no Massa-
chusetts income tax at present. However, due to the lower personal
exemption under the federal law, his federal income tax liability
would be $ll9 according to the optional tax table and his Mass.
chusetts liability under the bill, $8.33

Because of the fact that the federal government exempts from
tax certain types of income which are taxable in Massachusetts,
House, No. 1529 would greatly decrease the Massachusetts tax
liability of certain individuals. For instance, an individual having
an income of $50,000 a year from interest on bonds of other States
and of municipalities outside of Massachusetts pays a Massachusetts
tax of $3,690 under present law. Since interest from such bonds is
exempt from federal income taxes, House, No. 1529 would reduce
his Massachusetts tax to zero.

In other areas, House, No. 1529 would impose a tax where none
is now payable. The original Massachusetts income tax replaced
the pre-existing personal property tax on the value of securities but
left unaffected the local property tax on real estate and it has then
fore always been treated by our courts as a property tax. Presum
ably, on the theory that a tax on the income from land would repre-
sent double taxation of the same property, rents have never beer
subject to the Massachusetts income tax. They are, however
taxable under the Federal Internal Revenue Code and would there'
fore become taxable if House, No. 1529 were enacted.

Finally, in many technical details the drafting of House, No. 1529
is defective. While it states, that the new tax shall replace that
imposed by chapter 62, it fails either to incorporate the admini-
strative provisions of that chapter or to include administrative
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provisions of its own. It also fails to cover the situation of partner-
ships which are taxable entities under the Massachusetts statute
but not under the federal code. Thus an individual whose only
income was from his interest in a partnership would have to pay a
tax to Massachusetts under House, No. 1529 since he would be
taxable federally. However, the partnership would still have to
pay a Massachusetts tax on his share of the income under the present
income tax imposed by chapter 62 since House, No. 1529 purports
to replace only the present tax imposed by chapter 62 on individuals.
A similar double taxation would arise in the case of many trusts.

House, No. 1774

The purpose of this bill as disclosed by a memorandum filed at
the hearing thereon before the Committee on Taxation by the
proponents, was the “Elimination of Duplicate Taxation Brought
About by Chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956.”

Prior to the enactment of said chapter 550, every business cor-
poration, whether domestic or foreign, was required to file a tax
return on April 10th of each year. Such return covered the last
fiscal or calendar yea r for which a federal corporate income tax was
due prior to April Ist. Since federal returns are due on the fifteenth
day of the third month following the close of the corporation’s
taxable year, corporations with fiscal years ending January 31,
February 28 and March 31 filed their Massachusetts returns, prior
to the enactment of said chapter 550, on the second April 10th
following the close of their taxable year. All other corporations
filed their returns on the first succeeding April 10th.

Chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956 altered this rule by providing
that Massachusetts returns should be due, as are federal returns,
on the 15th day of the third month following the close of the taxable
year. It also provided that nothing in the chapter should affect
the liability to file returns on April 10, 1957, under the law as it
stood prior to the enactment of said chapter 550.

A careful analysis of all possible situations arising under the
provisions of said chapter 550 discloses that in two basic types of
situations the enactment of this chapter may result in the imposition
of two taxes on the same tax base. This double tax may be based
on corporate excess, so-called Massachusetts tangibles, or fair value
of capital stock, depending upon which measure is applicable.
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Since all three of these measures are based upon a particular bal-
ance sheet, they will be collectively referred to hereafter in this
report as “balance slier

1. All business corporation following classei

) domestic corporations in existence on April 1, 1957, whose
first fiscal year ended at any time from April 30, 1957
through March 31, 1958, inclusive,

nd
b) foreign corporations doing business in Massachusetts on

April 1, 1957, whose first fiscal year ends at any time from
April 30, 1957 through March 31, 1958, inclusive,

pay two balance sheet taxes for the first year in which they arc
taxable in Massachusetts. The first of these taxes is payable under
the law as it stood prior to its amendment by said chapter 550.
It is due on April 10, 1957, on the basis of the April 1, 1957, balance
sheet without proration. The second such balance sheet tax, based
on the balance sheet as of the end of the first taxable year, is due on
the fifteenth day of the third month following the close of such
taxable year and is prorated if such first taxable year contains les
than twelve month

For example, a domestic corporation organized on March 1,
1957, and adopting a fiscal year ending June 30, would be required

to file a return April 10, 1957, and pay a “balance sheet tax” based
on its April 1, 1957, balance sheet without proration. It would also
be required to file a return on September 15, 1957, and pay a tax
on its income for the period March 1 through June 30, 1957, and
also a “balance sheet tax” based on its June 30, 1957, balance
sheet. Such balance sheet tax would be prorated due to the fact
that the first fiscal year of the corporation comprised only four
months, and would therefore be 4/12 of the tax that would havr
been payable on the same balance sheet if the taxable year had com-
prised 12 months. This proration of the balance sheet tax wa
inaugurated for the first time in said chapter 550.

This doubling up of balance sheet tax arises solely from the pro-
vision of said chapter 550 since that chapter requires that nothing
therein contained should affect liability to pay the tax otherwise dru
on April 10, 1957.
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a) domestic corporations in existence on April 1, 1956, whoso
first fiscal year ended January 51, February 28 or March
31, 1957

and
b) foreign corporations doing business in the commonwealth

on April 1, 1956, whose first fiscal year ended January 31
February 28 or March 31, 1957,

pay four “balance sheet taxes” for the first two years in which they
are taxable in Massachusetts. The first of these taxes is in no way
affected by the enactment of said chapter 550, it being due on April
10, 1956, on the basis of the April 1, 1956, balance sheet without
proration. The second such tax is due on April 10, 1957, on the
basis of the April 1, 1957, balance sheet without proration. The
third such tax, based on the balance sheet as of the end of the first
taxable year, is due on the fifteenth day of the third month following
the close of such taxable year and is prorated. The fourth such tax
is similar to the third, but due on the fifteenth day of the third
month following the close of its second taxable year.

For example, a domestic corporation organized on March 1, 1956,
and adopting a February 28 fiscal year, wr ould be required to file a
return on April 10, 1956, and pay a “balance sheet tax” based on
its April 1, 1956, balance sheet without proration. It would be re-
quired to file a second return on April 10, 1957, and pay a balance
sheet tax based on its April 1, 1957, balance sheet without proration.
It would be required to file a third return on May 15, 1957, and
pay a tax on its income for its fiscal year ended February 28, 1957,
and a “balance sheet tax” based on its February 28, 1957, balance
sheet. It would be required to file a fourth return on May 15, 1958,
and pay a tax on its income for its fiscal year ended February 28,
1958, and a “balance sheet tax” based on its February 28, 1958,
balance sheet.

The extra tax payable on April 10, 1957, arises solely from the
provisions of said chapter 550 since that chapter requires that
nothing therein contained should affect liability to pay the tax other-
wise due on April 10, 1957.

House, No. 1774 seeks, in effect, to eliminate the imposition of the
“balance sheet tax” due April 10, 1957, in the above situations.
The State Tax Commission does not believe that the small number

2. All business corporations of the following classe
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of cases involving the very restricted class of situations above de-
scribed justifies remedial legislation.

House, No. 1774 also sought to provide relief in certain situations
where a corporation as a result of a change in its fiscal year was re-
quired, at some time in the past, to include income for a given period
in two different tax returns and also to pay “balance sheet taxes”
based on balance sheets less than twelve months apart.

An example of this situation is as follows
Corporation A is a domestic corporation organized on January 1,

1954, and originally reporting income on a calendar year basis.
It, therefore, filed its first return on April 10, 1955, on which it
reported income for the period January 1, 1954 through Decem-
ber 31, 1954 and paid a balance sheet tax based on its December 31,
1954, balance sheet. Subsequently, it adopted a June 30th fiscal
year and filed its first return on this basis on April 10, 1956. Under
the provisions of chapter 63 as they stood prior to the enactment
of said chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956, the term “taxable year”
was defined as

the fiscal or calendar year for which the corporation was required to make its last
return to the federal government due prior to April first of the year in which the
tax is to be assessed, or, if such return was for a fractional period, a full year, in-
cluding and ending with such fractional period.

Therefore, on said return for the short fiscal year running from
January 1, 1955 through June 30, 1955, A corporation was required
to report and pay a tax on income for the full 12-month period
July 1, 1954 through June 30, 1955, and also was required to pay a
“balance sheet tax” based on its June 30, 1955, balance sheet.
As a result, income for the period July 1 through December 31, 1954,
was taxed twice.

The State Tax Commission wishes to point out, however, that
this situation had existed under chapter 63 for many years and had
nothing to do with the enactment of chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956.
The only change made by that enactment was to accelerate, in
certain cases, the time when tax returns were due. As a matter of
fact, chapter 550 for the future completely eliminates double tax-
ation of the same income in situations like that set out above by
changing the definition of “taxable year” to read
any fiscal or calendar year or period for which the corporation is required to make a
return to the federal government.
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The Massachusetts corporate excise tax is a privilege tax. In
the case of a domestic corporation, the privilege taxed is corporate
existence at any time within the taxable year.

In the state of facts given above, A corporation might be said
to have paid too high a privilege tax for corporate existence during
the short taxable year January 1, 1955 through June 30, 1955, since
it paid on a full 12-months income as well as paying on two balance
sheets (December 31, 1954 and June 30, 1955) only six months
apart. However, the overtaxation, if such exists, was for the
taxable year ended June 30, 1955.

The vice of House, No. 1774 and the reason why the State Tax
Commission objects to this particular aspect of the bill, is that
it seeks to have abated a portion of the tax due on April 10, 1957,
equal to the double taxation in a prior year which had no connection
whatsoever with the enactment of chapter 550 of the Acts of 1956.

House, No. 1784. Relative to the Definition of Net Income
of Business Corporations

House, No. 1784 seeks to amend the definition of what consti-
porations taxable under sections
■ changes sought to be made by
i.pter 63 are set out below. New

tutes the taxable net income of co:
30 through 51 of chapter 63. Tin
the bill in section 30 (5) of said ch:
matter to be added by the bill hi been underlined and words to
be eliminated by the bill are enclosed in square brackets

‘Net income’, the gross income from all sources!,] without exclusion, for the
taxable year, less the deductions [, other than losses sustained by the corporation
in other fiscal or calendar years and other than dividends,] allowable by the fed-
eral revenue act applicable for said taxable year.

Under section 172 (b) of the federal Internal Revenue Code, a
net operating loss sustained in any given year may first be carried
back to the two preceding years in reverse chronological order and

succeeding years in chronologicalthen carried forward to the five
order.

House, No. 1784 seeks a modifi
the Massachusetts corporation exc

;d application of this principal in
ise tax law as follows:

1. A loss in the first taxable year of a corporation’s existen
1 applied against income of its
unabsorbed portion of such loss

could be carried forward a
second taxable year and an
then applied against income third taxabl
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2. A loss in the second year could similarly be carried forward
against income of its third and fourth years.

The purpose of the bill, as explained by its proponent at the time
of the hearing on the bill before the Committee on Taxation, is to
encourage the formation of new businesses in the commonwealth by
alleviating their tax burden during the first four years of their

Existence.
The basic issue presented by this bill is essentially one of policy

on which the State Tax Commission expresses no opinion.
While the enactment of the bill would, to a certain degree, in-

crease the administrative problems involved in assessing corpora-
tion excise returns, the State Tax Commission does not believe that
such administrative considerations should be determinative. It
does wish to point out, however, that the bill, as drawn, offers cer-
tain opportunities for tax avoidance. If the management of a cor-
poration at some time after the third full taxable year after its
organization believed that the corporation was likely to incur losses,
it might reorganize and transfer the existing corporation’s business
to a new corporation which new corporation would be entitled to
the benefits of the carry-over provisions of the bill. Therefore, if
legislation along the lines of House, No. 1784 were enacted, provi-
sions designed to restrict its benefits to bona fide new corporatioi
should be incorporated therein.

Respectfu 11y submitted,

TATE TAX COMMISSION

Robert T. Capelesi
Chairman.

Stephen S. Higgins,

V loss in the third year could similarly be carried forward
igainst income of its fourth year.
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